Understanding complex or mixed emotions first requires an exploration of the human nervous system underlying emotions, and indeed all experience. We review current research in neuroscience, which describes the brain as a predictive, internal model of the world that flexibly combines features from past experience to construct emotions. We argue that 'mixed emotions' result when these features of past experience correspond to multiple emotion categories. Integrating event perception and cognitive linguistic theories, we propose that 'mixed emotions' are perceived as an episode of distinct, linked emotional events due to attentional shifts which update the predicted model of experience. These proposed mechanisms have profound implications for the study of emotion; we conclude by suggesting methodological improvements for future research.
Understanding complex or mixed emotions first requires an exploration of the human nervous system underlying emotions, and indeed all experience. We review current research in neuroscience, which describes the brain as a predictive, internal model of the world that flexibly combines features from past experience to construct emotions. We argue that 'mixed emotions' result when these features of past experience correspond to multiple emotion categories. Integrating event perception and cognitive linguistic theories, we propose that 'mixed emotions' are perceived as an episode of distinct, linked emotional events due to attentional shifts which update the predicted model of experience. These proposed mechanisms have profound implications for the study of emotion; we conclude by suggesting methodological improvements for future research. Emotions can feel pure and simple, multi-faceted, or confusing and muddy. To understand differences in emotional complexity, or what is often termed 'mixed emotions', we begin with the structure and function of the human nervous system and ask "what emotions is a nervous system like this capable of constructing?" Using this approach, we find a brain that does not trigger or retrieve multiple elemental emotions in parallel, but rather generates singular, high-dimensional representations comprised of mental features from past, heterogeneous experiences of emotion. These representations are constructed in anticipation of their use, and then dynamically updated by sensory input from the body and the world, unfolding over time as a series of emotional events that can be viewed across multiple times scales and perspectives. In other words: emotions are not your reactions to the world; they are your actively constructed experiences of it.
The human brain is a predictive, internal model of the world
The last two decades of neuroscience research are converging on the hypothesis that all mental events, emotional and otherwise, are generated as predictions, not reactions [1 ,2 ,3,4] . Your brain runs an internal model [5, 6] of the world from the perspective of someone who has your body; it is theorized that this internal model functions as a Bayesian filter [7] for incoming sensory input, driving actions and experience, including emotions [1 ,8,9 ] . Prediction optimizes energy efficiency by anticipating your body's needs in a situated fashion and attempting to meet those needs before they arise; this process is called allostasis [10, 11 ].
We begin with hypothesis that your brain's internal model consists of patterns of previous experience that are reconstructed so that they best match the situation at hand [5, 12] . These patterns function as expectations of what sensations are most likely to occur next, and what actions will be most beneficial in the current context, given past experience. Incoming sensory input that is divergent from, or unanticipated by, these predictions is encoded as prediction error. Neuroscientists debate the mechanisms by which neurons compute prediction error, but most agree that it is information to be learned to update the internal model (for a discussion, see Ref. [9 ] ). Your running internal model (the predictions issued a moment ago), plus prediction errors, together construct your experience (Figure 1 ). Your brain's predictions are context-sensitive and continuous, and errors of prediction are encoded as needed to arrive at 'progressively better guesses ' [13 ] about the state of the body in the world (i.e., a more accurate internal model). The result is our lived experience, realized as our perceptions and actions, as the brain makes meaning by constructing predictions and resolving prediction error.
Internal models run on similarity
Fundamentally, we suggest that emotions are states that link allostasis (and its interoceptive consequences) to events in the world in a meaningful way. To identify what caused incoming sensory inputs and determine how to best deal with them, your brain is performing similarity computations, asking: "what is the new sensory input most similar to in my past?" [8,9 ,15] . This is the way that your brain creates the best match for the current situation with some probability (referred to in Bayesian terms as
